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Stroke – Evidence (Systematic reviews, Meta-analysis, Randomised control trials)


Translation and Initial Validation of the Chinese Version of the Action Research Arm Test in People with Stroke (includes abstract) Zhao, Jiang-Li Chen, Pei-Ming Li, Wen-Feng Bian, Rui-Hao Ding, Ming-Hui Li, Hai Lin,
Neurological Aspects of Foreign Accent Syndrome in Stroke Patients (includes abstract) Mariën, Peter; Keulen, Stefanie; Verhoeven, Jo; Journal of Communication Disorders, Jan 2019; 77 94-113. 20p. (Article) ISSN: 0021-9924
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134227336&site=ehost-live


Relationship of atopic dermatitis with stroke and myocardial infarction: A meta-analysis. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Yuan M; Cao WF; Xie XF; Zhou HY; Wu XM, Medicine [Medicine (Baltimore)], ISSN: 1536-5964, 2018 Dec; Vol. 97 (49), pp. e13512; Publisher: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; PMID: 30544450 http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=30544450&site=ehost-live

Dabigatran Versus Rivaroxaban for Secondary Stroke Prevention in Patients with Atrial Fibrillation Rehabilitated in Skilled Nursing Facilities. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Alcusky M; Hume AL; Fisher M; Tija J; Goldberg RJ; McManus DD; Lapane KL, Drugs & Aging [Drugs Aging], ISSN: 1179-1969, 2018 Dec; Vol. 35 (12), pp. 1089-1098; Publisher: Adis, Springer International; PMID: 30421391 http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=30421391&site=ehost-live

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30197169&site=ehost-live

Real-World Outcomes of Acute Ischemic Stroke Treatment with Intravenous Thrombolysis: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Qin B; Zhao MJ; Chen H; Qin H; Zhao L; Fu L; Qin C; Yang M; Gao W, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3542-3548; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30201455
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30201455&site=ehost-live

Handling of Missing Outcome Data in Acute Stroke Trials: Advantages of Multiple Imputation Using Baseline and Postbaseline Variables. (English); Abstract available. By: Young-Saver DF; Gornbein J; Starkman S; Saver JL, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3662-3669; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30297167

Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of Prevalence in Post-Stroke Neurocognitive Disorders in Hospital-Based Studies. (includes abstract) Barbay, MélanieDiouf, MomarRoussel, MartineGodefroy, Olivier; Dementia & Geriatric Cognitive Disorders, Dec2018; 46(5/6): 322-334. 13p. (Article) ISSN: 1420-8008


Effects of a 4-Week Self-Ankle Mobilization with Movement Intervention on Ankle Passive Range of Motion, Balance, Gait, and Activities of Daily Living in Patients with Chronic Stroke: A Randomized Controlled Study. (includes abstract) Park, DonghwanLee, Ji-HyunKang, Tae-WooCynn, Heon-seock; Journal of Stroke & Cerebrovascular Diseases, Dec2018; 27(12): 3451-3459. 9p. (journal article) ISSN: 1052-3057 PMID: 30193809

Do functional hamstring to quadriceps ratio differ between men and women with and without stroke? (includes abstract) Costa, Rodrigo Rodrigues GomesCardoso, Jefferson RosaRezende, Clarice BacelarChristofoletti, GustavoCarregaro, Rodrigo Luiz; Topics in Stroke Rehabilitation, Dec2018; 25(8): 554-560. 7p. (Article) ISSN: 1074-9357

Stroke – Prevention and control

Dabigatran Versus Rivaroxaban for Secondary Stroke Prevention in Patients with Atrial Fibrillation Rehabilitated in Skilled Nursing Facilities. (English); Abstract available. By: Alcusky M; Hume AL; Fisher M;
Ninety-day prognosis of patients receiving direct oral anticoagulants in the early phase of non valvular atrial fibrillation-related acute ischemic stroke: The real life evidence. (English) By: Masotti L; Grifoni E; Dei A; Vannucchi V; Moroni F; Spolveri S; Panigada G; Landini G, Thrombosis Research [Thromb Res], ISSN: 1879-2472, 2018 Dec; Vol. 172, pp. 165-168; Publisher: Pergamon Press; PMID: 30419471

Journal of Evidence-Based Integrative Medicine, Dec2018; 23(1): 1-1. 1p. (Article) ISSN: 2515-690X

Psychological factors after stroke: Are they stable over time? (English) ; Abstract available. By: Wijenberg MLM; van Heugten CM; van Mierlo ML; Visser-Meily JMA; Post MWM, Journal Of Rehabilitation Medicine [J Rehabil Med], ISSN: 1651-2081, 2019 Jan 01; Vol. 51 (1), pp. 18-25; Publisher: Foundation of Rehabilitation Information; PMID: 30361739

Impact of unilateral spatial neglect with or without other cognitive impairments on independent gait recovery in stroke survivors. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Kimura Y; Yamada M; Ishiyama D; Nishio N; Kunieda Y; Koyama S; Sato A; Otobe Y; Ohji S; Suzuki M; Ogawa H; Ito D; Ichikawa T; Hamanaka K; Tanaka N; Muroh Y, Journal Of Rehabilitation Medicine [J Rehabil Med], ISSN: 1651-2081, 2019 Jan 01; Vol. 51 (1), pp. 26-31; Publisher: Foundation of Rehabilitation Information; PMID: 30406267

Contralateral Lumbar to Sacral Nerve Rerouting for Hemiplegic Patients After Stroke: A Clinical Pilot Study. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Qiu YQ; Du MX; Yu BF; Jiang S; Feng JT; Shen YD; Xu WD, World Neurosurgery [World Neurosurg]. ISSN: 1878-8769, 2019 Jan; Vol. 121, pp. 12-18; Publisher: Elsevier; PMID: 30266703
The effects of time-use intervention on the quality of life of outpatients with chronic stroke. 

JUHYUNG PARK; 

One-Quarter of People Leave Inpatient Stroke Rehabilitation with Physical Capacity for Community Ambulation. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Blennerhassett JM; Levy CE; Mackintosh A; Yong A; McGinley JL, 
Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3404-3410; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30185399

Admission in Neurorehabilitation and Association with Functional Outcomes after Stroke in France: A Nation-Wide Study, 2010-2014. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Gabet A; de Peretti C; Womaint F; Giroud M; Béjot Y; Schnitzler A; Olié V, 
Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3443-3450; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30190227

Effects of a 4-Week Self-Ankle Mobilization with Movement Intervention on Ankle Passive Range of Motion, Balance, Gait, and Activities of Daily Living in Patients with Chronic Stroke: A Randomized Controlled Study. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Park D; Lee JH; Kang TW; Cynn HS, 
Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3451-3459; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30193809

Virtual Reality in Upper Extremity Rehabilitation of Stroke Patients: A Randomized Controlled Trial. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Ikballi Afsar S; Mirzayev I; Umit Yemisci O; Cosar Saracgil SN, 
Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3473-3478; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30193810

Prevalence of Balance Impairment Among Stroke Survivors Undergoing Neurorehabilitation in Nigeria. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Vincent-Onabajo G; Musa HY; Joseph E, 
Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3487-3492; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30205998

Sinusoidal Transcranial Direct Current Versus Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation for Treatment of Lateropulsion Poststroke. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Babyar S; Santos T; Will-Lemos T; Mazin S; Edwards D; Reding M,
Anticholinergic load negatively correlates with recovery of cognitive activities of daily living for geriatric patients after stroke in the convalescent stage. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Kose E; Hirai T; Seki T; Hidaka S; Hamamoto T, Journal Of Clinical Pharmacy And Therapeutics [J Clin Pharm Ther], ISSN: 1365-2710, 2018 Dec; Vol. 43 (6), pp. 799-806; PMID: 29770467


Stroke – Therapy


Half bolus dose of intravenous abciximab is safe and effective in the setting of acute stroke endovascular treatment. (includes abstract) Delgado, FernandoOteros, RafaelJimenez-Gomez, ElviraBravo Rey, IsabelBautista, Maria DoloresValverde Moyano, Roberto; Journal of NeuroInterventional Surgery, Feb2019; 11(2): 147-152. 6p. (Article) ISSN: 1759-8478
Novel aspiration catheter design for acute stroke thrombectomy. (includes abstract) Long, Troy D.Kallmes, David F.Hanel, RicardoTomoyoshi ShigematsuHalaszyn, Alexander MichaelWolter, JuliaBerenstein, Alejandro;
Journal of NeuroInterventional Surgery, Feb2019; 11(2): 190-195. 6p. (Article) ISSN: 1759-8478
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134260466&site=ehost-live

NCCT and CTA-based imaging protocol for endovascular treatment selection in late presenting or wake-up strokes. (includes abstract) Santos, TelmaCarvalho, AndreiaAlmeida Cunha, AndréRodrigues, MartaGregório, TiagoParedes, LudovinaCosta, HenriqueRoriz, José MárioPinho, JoãoVeloso, MiguelCastro, SérgioBarros, PedroRibeiro, Manuel;
Journal of NeuroInterventional Surgery, Feb2019; 11(2): 200-203. 5p. (Article) ISSN: 1759-8478
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134260468&site=ehost-live

Contralateral Lumbar to Sacral Nerve Rerouting for Hemiplegic Patients After Stroke: A Clinical Pilot Study. (English); Abstract available. By: Qiu YQ; Du MX; Yu BF; Jiang S; Feng JT; Shen YD; Xu WD, World Neurosurgery [World Neurosurg], ISSN: 1878-8769, 2019 Jan; Vol. 121, pp. 12-18; Publisher: Elsevier; PMID: 30266703
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134260469&site=ehost-live

Rescue Glue Embolization of Vessel Perforation During Mechanical Thrombectomy for Acute Ischemic Stroke: Technical Note. (English); Abstract available. By: Xu H; Guan S; Liu C; Wang L; Yan B; Han H; Quan T, World Neurosurgery [World Neurosurg], ISSN: 1878-8769, 2019 Jan; Vol. 121, pp. 19-23; Publisher: Elsevier; PMID: 30266702
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134260470&site=ehost-live

The effects of time-use intervention on the quality of life of outpatients with chronic stroke. (includes abstract) JUHYUNG PARK;
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134199624&site=ehost-live

Impact of isolated basal ganglia infarction at pretreatment DWI on outcomes after endovascular thrombectomy in acute anterior circulation stroke. (includes abstract) Baek, Byung HyunYoon, WoongLee, Yun YoungPark, IlwooKim, Seul Kee;
Neuroradiology, Jan2019; 61(1): 89-96. 8p. (Article) ISSN: 0028-3940
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134171294&site=ehost-live

A back and forth manual aspiration technique using a SOFIA Plus catheter for acute ischemic stroke: technical note. (includes abstract) Oğuz, ŞükrüDinc, HasanÖztürk, Mehmet Halil;
Neuroradiology, Jan2019; 61(1): 109-111. 3p. (Article) ISSN: 0028-3940
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134171300&site=ehost-live

Predictors of thrombolysis in the telestroke and non telestroke settings for hypertensive acute ischemic stroke patients. (English); Abstract available. By: Brechtel L; Gainey J; Penwell A; Nathaniel TI, BMC Neurology [BMC Neurol], ISSN: 1471-2377, 2018 Dec 21; Vol. 18 (1), pp. 215; Publisher: BioMed Central; PMID: 30577762
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30577762&site=ehost-live
Mechanical Thrombectomy for Acute Ischemic Stroke in Czech Republic: Technical Results from the Year 2016. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Köcher M; Šaňák D; Zapletalová J; Cihlář F; Czerný D; Černík D; Duras P; Endrych L; Herzig R; Lacman J; Lojk M; Ostrý S; Pádr R; Rohan V; Škoňa M; Šrámek M; Štěrba L; Václavík D; Vaniček J; Volný O; Tomek A, Cardiovascular And Interventional Radiology [Cardiovasc Intervent Radiol], ISSN: 1432-086X, 2018 Dec; Vol. 41 (12), pp. 1901-1908; Publisher: Springer Verlag; PMID: 30151797
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30151797&site=ehost-live

A Case of Lenticulostriate Stroke Due to Minor Closed Head Injury in a 2-Year-Old Child: Role of Mineralizing Angiopathy. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Fidan E; Cummings DD; Manole MD, Pediatric Emergency Care [Pediatr Emerg Care], ISSN: 1535-1815, 2018 Dec; Vol. 34 (12), pp. e233-e235; Publisher: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; PMID: 28816772
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=28816772&site=ehost-live

Low Testosterone Level as a Predictor of Poststroke Emotional Disturbances: Anger Proneness and Emotional Incontinence. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Choi MH; Lim TS; Yoon BS; Son KS; Hong JM; Lee JS, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3549-3554; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30195698
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30195698&site=ehost-live

Stroke in Pregnancy and Review of Current Literature: Arterial Spin-Labeling MRI Can Identify the Presence and Intensity of Collateral Circle. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Morello A; Casseri T; Acampa M; Galluzzi P; Cerase A; Monti L, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3575-3577; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30228010
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30228010&site=ehost-live

Analysis of Risk Factors Increased Hemorrhagic Transformation after Acute Ischemic Stroke. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Ge WQ; Chen J; Pan H; Chen F; Zhou CY, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3587-3590; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30217636
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30217636&site=ehost-live

Sinusoidal Transcranial Direct Current Versus Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation for Treatment of Lateropulsion Poststroke. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Babyar S; Santos T; Will-Lemos T; Mazin S; Edwards D; Reding M, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3621-3625; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30314762
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30314762&site=ehost-live

Safety and Feasibility of Argatroban, Recombinant Tissue Plasminogen Activator, and Intra-Arterial Therapy in Stroke (ARTSS-IA Study). (English); Abstract available. By: Berekashvili K; Soomro J; Shen L; Misra V; Chen PR; Blackburn S; Dannenbaum M; Grotta JC; Barreto AD, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3647-3651; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30249518

Clinical Outcome of Ischemic Stroke in Old Patients Versus Oldest-Old. (English); Abstract available. By: Cocho D; Yarleque S; Boltes A; Espinosa J; Ciurans J; Pont-Sunyer C; Pons J, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3657-3661; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30279058

Handling of Missing Outcome Data in Acute Stroke Trials: Advantages of Multiple Imputation Using Baseline and Postbaseline Variables. (English); Abstract available. By: Young-Saver DF; Gornbein J; Starkman S; Saver JL, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2018 Dec; Vol. 27 (12), pp. 3662-3669; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30297167

Anticholinergic load negatively correlates with recovery of cognitive activities of daily living for geriatric patients after stroke in the convalescent stage. (English); Abstract available. By: Kose E; Hirai T; Seki T; Hidaka S; Hamamoto T, Journal Of Clinical Pharmacy And Therapeutics [J Clin Pharm Ther], ISSN: 1365-2710, 2018 Dec; Vol. 43 (6), pp. 799-806; PMID: 29770467

Inhibition of Gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) by Withania somnifera Phytochemicals Confers Neuroprotection in Stroke: An In Silico Analysis. (English); Abstract available. By: Kumar G; Patnaik R, Interdisciplinary Sciences, Computational Life Sciences [Interdiscip Sci], ISSN: 1867-1462, 2018 Dec; Vol. 10 (4), pp. 722-733; Publisher: Springer-Verlag; PMID: 28488219

Ninety-day prognosis of patients receiving direct oral anticoagulants in the early phase of non valvular atrial fibrillation-related acute ischemic stroke: The real life evidence. (English) By: Masotti L; Grifoni E; Dei A; Vannucchi V; Moroni F; Spolveri S; Panigada G; Landini G, Thrombosis Research [Thromb Res], ISSN: 1879-2472, 2018 Dec; Vol. 172, pp. 165-168; Publisher: Pergamon Press; PMID: 30419471

Impact of Retriever Passes on Efficacy and Safety Outcomes of Acute Ischemic Stroke Treated with Mechanical Thrombectomy. (includes abstract) Bai, YongjiePu, JieWang, HuaimingYang, DongHao,
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of Prevalence in Post-Stroke Neurocognitive Disorders in Hospital-Based Studies (includes abstract) Barbay, MélanieDiouf, MomarRoussel, MartineGodefroy, Olivier; Dementia & Geriatric Cognitive Disorders, Dec2018; 46(5/6): 322-334. 13p. (Article) ISSN: 1420-8008
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=134187073&site=ehost-live

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=133799003&site=ehost-live

Closure versus Medical Therapy for Patent Foramen Ovale in Patients with Cryptogenic Stroke: An Updated Meta-Analysis of Randomized Controlled Trials. (includes abstract) Qiu, BaoshanCai, YingWang, DilongLin, JingFan, Yuhua; Journal of Stroke & Cerebrovascular Diseases, Dec2018; 27(12): 3463-3472. 10p. (journal article) ISSN: 1052-3057 PMID: 30185398
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=133116530&site=ehost-live

Web links and organisations

- Acute Stroke Clinical Care Standard 2015. Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care
- Australia’s Health 2016 – 3.6 Stroke | Australian Institute of Welfare
- Australian Stroke Coalition (ASC) http://australianstrokecoalition.com.au
- Stroke Foundation (Australia) https://strokefoundation.org.au/
- Stroke risk factors and prevention (consumer health information). Better Health Channel (Victoria)
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